Yale holds three hare and hound hunts weekly as long as good weather lasts.

The Columbia Athletic Union limits its membership to students who have paid in five dollars or more.

A member of the Junior Class at Columbia has translated into Hebrew the Declaration of Independence and published it in book form.

Cigarettes are becoming unpopular at Yale, because of the crusade against them in the interest of athletics.

An attempt is being made for a chess union between Yale, Harvard, Princeton, and Columbia.

An estate valued at $25,000, adjoining the Amherst campus, has been presented to the college, which is also the recipient of $30,000 by a late will.

Fifty-eight men have reported themselves as trying for the position of coxswain of the varsity crew at Cornell.

Brown University supports a missionary in Africa, on the Congo.

The Manhattan Athletic Club of New York reports a membership of 3,000 and its net profits for the year $30,000.

Deficiency in Freshman gymnasium work will be counted as a condition at Williams, and the delinquents will be required to do extra work next term.

A movement has been on foot at Columbia to give up athletics altogether, owing to lack of interest and the class debts of $2,834. An attempt will be made, however, to raise enough money to cover this sum, and also to make a last effort to revive the former enthusiasm for athletics.

The Faculty of Wooster University have denied the petition of the students, and made permanent the rule which debar's the school from any participation in intercollegiate athletics.

We are glad to hear from "The Phiri-phonian, an amateur journal published monthly by the Phi Rho Society, devoted to the interests of the Bath High School and Society."

The increase in the number of colleges in the United State every year averages about fifteen.

The fraternities of the University of Michigan are jointly publishing a weekly periodical called the Yellow and Blue.

Football has been prohibited at the University of Heidelberg, Germany.

Amherst is to add a new field of twelve acres to her grounds.

The University of Michigan will erect a Grecian temple as her contribution to the World's Fair at Chicago.

One thousand seven hundred and forty-two students have graduated from Yale Law School since its founding in 1824.

Ann Arbor gave an elective course in photography last year, and it proved so successful that it is required in one department this year.

Schoff, end rush, has been awarded the watch offered to the member of the University of Penn. eleven doing the best work.

The Soldier's Field at Harvard is soon to be leveled off, a new boathouse built, two grand stands and a running track constructed.

The Sophomores at Cornell have objected to the regulations made by the upper classmen in regard to a substitute for the cane rush. These regulations provided for a football and a baseball game and winter meeting.